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Aufsteckgetriebe
Shaft mounted gear reducers
Réducteurs pendulaires
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Product liability, application considerations

The Customer is responsible for the correct selection and application of product in view of its industrial and/or 
commercial needs, unless the use has been recommended by technical qualified personnel of Rossi, who were duly 
informed about customer’s application purposes.  In this case all the necessary data required for the selection shall be 
communicated exactly and in writing by the Customer, stated in the order and confirmed by Rossi. The Customer is 
always responsible for the safety of product applications. Every care has been taken in the drawing up of the catalog 
to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, however Rossi can accept no responsibility for 
any errors, omissions or outdated data. Due to the constant evolution of the state of the art, Rossi reserves the right 
to make any modification whenever to this publication contents. The responsibility for the product selection is of the 
customer, excluding different agreements duly legalized in writing and undersigned by the Parties. 


